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Incised and Stabbed
The Graphic Works of Günter Brus
Accompanying booklet

The exhibition Incised and Stabbed shows Günter Brus’ oeuvre of graphic prints, spanning 
exactly 50 years (1966 to 2016). Preparatory drawings, trial proofs and original printing plates
demonstrate the often elaborate production process of individual graphic prints. We can trace 
how Brus constantly explored the possibilities of different printing techniques and made use of
them in order to realise his ideas.

Orientation in the exhibition
Like many of the works on show, the exhibition colour scheme is also kept to black and white.
Depending on how an object is presented, you will be able to tell at a glance what kind of object 
it is: All of Günter Brus’ graphic prints are hung on black walls. Original drawings that served
directly as preparatory drawings for graphic prints, or whose motifs resemble Brus’ graphic 
prints, are presented on white walls. The display cases hold preliminary stages, original printing
plates, trial proofs and state proofs as well as archive material.

Early graphic prints
Some of the earliest graphic prints in the exhibition are works made by Günter Brus in 
connection with the Direct Art Festival, which took place in 1967 at the ‘Porrhaus’ in Vienna, 
using the technique of spirit duplicates. This relatively uncomplicated printing process was a 
popular means of communication for circulating political ideas in pamphlets and announcing 
events. For printing with a spirit duplicator (a Ditto or Banda machine), a printing press is not 
required: a document or drawing can be reproduced simply by using a waxy master copy (the 
‘matrix’). The matrix is wrapped around a drum and printed onto paper moistened with spirit: the 
spirit dissolves part of the ink from the matrix and transfers it to the paper. Apart from the 
graphic prints, the exhibition includes some of the original matrices with which Brus applied the 
various motifs onto the variously coloured paper, announcing an action by himself and Otto 
Muehl at the festival. 
Also produced with spirit duplicators are large parts of Brus’ Patent Urinoir and Patent Merde, in 
which he processed the art action Art and Revolution (1968) and its consequences. The action
took place at the University of Vienna and involved Brus cutting himself, defecating in the 
lecture hall, and masturbating while singing the national anthem: it became a public scandal. 
Ultimately Brus received a prison sentence for ‘degrading symbols of the Austrian state and
violating morality and chasteness’. He and his family fled to Berlin. In Patent Urinoir and in
Patent Merde he printed the court transcripts, psychiatric reports and threatening letters he 
faced at this time.
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The magazine Die Schastrommel
In Berlin Günter Brus founded the ‘Austrian government in exile’ together with Oswald Wiener,
Gerhard Rühm, Otmar Bauer and Hermann Nitsch. In this capacity they published the magazine 
Die Schastrommel, featuring articles by various writers. A total of 17 issues appeared up until 
1977, from 1975 under the name Die Drossel. Brus was both editor and designer of the 
magazine. The exhibition traces the work stages required to produce a front page by silkscreen 
printing. First, Brus determined the colour separation. In the display case you will see the 
preparatory sheets in which the motif for the front page of Die Schastrommel 9 is separated into
different shades of yellow, red and blue (‘ZITRO’, ‘ORANGE 1’, ‘ORANGE 2’, etc.). The singlecolour
state proofs (preliminary trial proofs that check image and colouration) reveal how the motif is 
gradually built up in layers of colour. In silkscreen printing, a print form (a kind of screen) is
prepared for each colour used in the motif. So in the case of a tencolour motif such as the one on
show here, ten screens are needed.

Edition Hundertmark
Armin Hundertmark—previously a cemetery gardener—had been publishing artist editions with
original works collected in small cardboard boxes since 1970. In 1972, Hundertmark proposed an
edition entitled The Balcony of Europe, in which Brus would combine text and image, as he was 
to do later also in his picture-poetry. Subsequently Brus was included in several editions. In the 
exhibition you will see his preparatory drawings as well as original films for the preparation of 
screens for the cardboard lids, which were printed using the silkscreen-printing technique. Apart 
from graphic works, for the editions Brus also produced numerous original drawings. In the book 
The blue wood the interleaf pages and text are printed while the 18 illustrations are hand-
drawn—for all 30 copies of the edition. At that time, no orders were received by the publisher for 
the first cardboard boxes of Edition Hundertmark; today, however, they occupy a prominent 
place in art history.

Posters
From the beginning of his career as an artist through to the current day, Günter Brus has
designed a large number of posters, which he often produced by silkscreen-printing, and which
announced actions, projects and exhibitions. The exhibition includes hand-signed posters for the 
magazine Die Schastrommel. The display cases also hold the preparatory drawings in which Brus 
established the range of colours for the poster series.

Collaborative graphic works
In the early 1970s, when Günter Brus was living in exile in Berlin, he had close contact with 
Dieter Roth, Gerhard Rühm and Oswald Wiener. From 1972 the circle of friends held a number of 
what they called ‘workshops’, in which they drank together and collaborated on trying out 
poetry, drawings and musical improvisation. In November 1974, one of these meetings in 
Hamburg produced six lithographs (Music seldom heard. The Hamburg Concert = lithograph 
workshop), in which the various artistic features cross and merge. The artists reacted to one 
another with drawings on the films used for the later print. In 1986, Arnulf Rainer and Brus
jointly produced the graphic series Deepening with clouds. With dense strokes using the
technique of drypoint, in which metal plates for printmaking are scratched directly with a hard,
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sharp needle (the ‘drypoint’), they reworked historical botanical graphic prints. These were 
precious nature printings from Constantin von Ettingshausen’s twelve-volume work Physiotypia
plantarum Austriacarum, which included about 500 plant illustrations from the time of the 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. Using the photomechanical printing technique of heliogravure, the 
19th century nature printings were transferred to paper in order to print over the plant 
illustrations.

Picture-poetry
Following his action art, Günter Brus developed the genre of picture-poetry, in which he merged 
text and image associatively. He realised the picturepoem Night quartet (1982) as a graphic print 
using the drypoint technique on four zinc and four copper plates. Two years later he produced a 
picture-poem of the same name using pencil and coloured pencils. The exhibition includes both 
versions of Night quartet, the drawing and the print. It also shows the printing plates he used, 
on which the final motif can be seen in mirror image. For printing, these plates were inked and 
the motif transferred to dampened paper using a roller press. Due to the strong pressure
exerted, the paper absorbs the ink from the incised depressions of the metal plate. In order to
produce this graphic print of a picture-poem, Brus worked for the first time with the legendary
Viennese printer Kurt Zein, who prepared the required metal plates for him and performed the
printing.

Graphic single sheets
Brus’ first drypoint, entitled Body part trial, was produced in 1971. The exhibition shows the 
preparatory pencil drawing of the same name, the zinc printing plate and the resulting graphic 
print next to one another, so giving us an insight into the artist’s working process. Günter Brus 
created a total of 150 single sheets of graphic prints, mostly drypoints. Brus was fascinated 
above all by the ‘artistic intensity of injuring the given metal’ involved in this technique. ‘The art 
of graphic printing,’ continues Brus, ‘shifts between gentle caresses and sadistic attacks’. During 
the print process, the ink remains stuck in any incised lines, holes or roughened areas in the 
metal plate. The depth of the incisions and the density of the rough areas can be seen in the 
richness of the print. Some of the printing plates in the exhibition reveal Brus’ working of the 
metal until he reached the point of physical exhaustion. ‘His cawing, moaning and shrieking were 
like the magical dance of a shaman’: this was how Kurt Zein described Brus’ work on the print
Standstill of dynamic (2003), for which he worked on a two-metre wide copper plate, also 
displayed in the exhibition, using a range of different tools.


